Popeye VS Brutus SuperSlice™

RAW iGaming

GAME DETAILS

RTP: 90.01% - POPEYESUPERSLICE9A0
94.50% - POPEYESUPERSLICE6D4
95.50% - POPEYESUPERSLICE5C2

Max Multiplier: 7,800x your bet
Number of Slice: 2-12

The beloved sailor Popeye comes to SuperSlice®. Since the beginning of time Popeye and Brutus have battled for the affections of the beautiful Olive Oyl. In Popeye vs Brutus SuperSlice™, you follow the two in their battles along with Wimpy, and his insatiable appetite, Popeye's power-creating can of spinach and of course the elusive Olive Oyl.

Popeye vs Brutus uses our patent pending SuperSlice® offering 2-12 dynamic slices on every spin. It couldn’t be easier, spin the wheel, see the number of symbol slices added and watch if you are rewarded the sailors luck. More slices mean a higher chance for wins while a lower number of slices mean larger prizes but look for Wimpy, Spinach and the Popeye vs Brutus symbols for your chance at wins up to 7,800x your bet.

GAME FEATURES

Wimpy's Hamburger Collection - Wimpy is always hungry. If you win the Wimpy symbol on any base game or Free Spins spin and there are burgers on the wheel, Wimpy collects the burgers, eats them and awards a multiplier on his and the burgers’ value X the number of burgers he eats. The more he eats, the bigger your wins and the happier Wimpy's stomach will be.

Popeye's Spinach Respins - Spinach is Popeye’s power, the more he eat’s, the bigger the muscles and the stronger he gets in his battle with Brutus. In Spinach Respins, more spinach equals bigger Popeye muscles and the multiplier awarded to you. Collect all the Spinach for muscle bursting wins of up to 150x your bet.

Popeye vs Brutus Free Spins - Be a part of the epic battle between Popeye and Brutus to secure Olive Oyl's love. Choose your hero wisely in the Popeye vs Brutus Free Spins duel and you will be rewarded by Olive Oyl with her Heart Spins.

Olive Oyl's Heart Spins - Choosing correctly in the Popeye vs Brutus Free Spins awards you Olive Oyl’s Heart Spins which gives you the chance of collecting Olive's heart multipliers which are added to your Free Spins win for the chance of 7,800x your bet.

Bonus Rush® - Why wait for the bonus round, rush straight into the action with Bonus Rush®. It’s simple, choose your bonus, set your desired bet and start the action. Once started the bonus game plays out directly.

Clusterspin® - Increase your wins with Clusterspin®. Will you have a winning or losing round? Make extra cash either way. Play the Clusterspin® game and win extra, up to 1,000x your bet on top of your normal gameplay.